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CAUSE FOR ELEVATION

Life as a newborn is a veritable explosion of firsts.
Everything and anything around you is new: the people, the
places, that inexplicable divot in the middle of your tummy. It’s
a special period of time when even the most basic of movements,
sounds and facial expressions are cause for celebration,
photographs, and home videos. But when you’re the daughter of
a devoted pilot, like Jill Smith, your baby album might reflect a
certain...elevation in activity. Most kids fresh out of their
hospital onesies reach their greatest heights cupped in the
shoulder-high embrace of a parent. But for Jill, she and her binky
were treated to cruising altitudes long before solid foods. “My
very first flight with my dad is recorded in my baby book at six
weeks old,” she says, with a smile.

Jill at two weeks old with her dad, Larry.
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Now, fast-forward to 2018, Jill is an established pilot
who makes her living flying people to and from destinations in
and around the Americas, from Alaska to Ecuador, as well as
Europe. She holds the highest level of aircraft pilot certification,
allowing her to pilot and teach aspiring pilots in a diverse range
of aircrafts. Combined with the dual nature of her work piloting
and co-piloting charter flights for an array of clientele, from
celebrity entertainers to Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, and
working as a personal jet pilot for her boss of twenty years, most
outsiders would agree: Jill’s work is far from boring. And she
would wholeheartedly agree with you.

Jill carries this felted airplane with her on every flight. It was a
homemade gift from her younger sister, Stephanie.
As her story will tell, the excitement of Jill’s career is
not only hard-earned but also the product of grit and cultivated
optimism. She’s slept in a bunk bed in rural Alaska with winds
of thirty-plus knots wailing outside, she’s torn her ACL slipping
off the wing of a Piper Cherokee 6 (and still pulled off several
months of teaching despite the obvious jumpseat challenges of a
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full leg brace), and she’s lived in more than half a dozen states—
at one point, in a motel for six weeks—to earn the thousands of
hours of flight time necessary to the many licenses and
certifications that have paved the way for her success. And yet,
to Jill, the sensation of flying is unmatched. “There's just so
much to love about it. I get adrenaline rushes every time I go.”
It’s hard to pinpoint the exact recipe of nature and
nurture, choice and fate, psychology and circumstance that
comes together to merge person and passion. But it’s clear that
Jill credits her family a great deal for advancing her life
trajectory. As the once nun-ified Julie Andrews said: the
beginning is a very good place to start.
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